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Chapter 211: 211

Leon had a hard time finding a dungeon amidst that destroyed city,
since there wasn't much light and the mist was thick, he only saw one

after looking for three days straight . Fortunately, while Leon was
learning Magma Spear, he also learned how to multitask as well, and
thanks to it, his arsenal increased .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Lance .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Lance .

Cost: 30 mana
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You obtained 01 status points .

Still, even though Leon flew in the same direction for several days, he
didn't find the end of the destroyed city . It was hard to believe, but it
looked like the people of Miebos put together several cities to create
the capital of the world, and the city was the size of a continent .

Regardless, Leon only found the dungeon because he heard something
weird below him . When he approached, thanks to Mana Dominion,
he felt the presence of something moving . That thing had a lot of
mana, but it was quite small, and its shape was weird as well .
Approaching without knowing his enemy was dangerous, so Leon
used a gust of wind to disperse the mist for a while and then used a
fireball to illuminate the ground, and then he saw it . A fifty

centimeters long, grey spider .

"What the…" Leon frowned .

The size alone was weird, but the color was even weirder . Still, the
spider foolishly jumped to attack Leon's fireball . However, instead of
burning itself, the damn thing absorbed the fire in an instant . Thanks
to that, he saw clearly what that thing was .
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" A mechanical spider… no wonder its presence it's so weird . "

It was a robot in the shape of a spider, it was weird, but Leon attacked
the thing anyway . But much to Leon's surprise, the mechanical
spider dodged Leon's Ice Bullet with ease…

"It can move pretty fast despite being a robot and even under the
effects of powerful gravity… I guess this is the type of monster
Hammath mentioned that couldn't be eaten . "

It was astonishing, but Leon confirmed that after using the gravity
ring to slow down the spider and using several Ice Bullets to destroy
it . After noticing the mana of the robot had dispersed, Leon used the
telekinesis ring to grab the robot .

"Wow… it's very heavy . Despite its size, it is as heavy as my steel
spears… this metal… it looks like it isn't the same material the
choppers William received from that lizards . Its legs are razor
sharp… this thing can't use magic, but its legs can easily cut a human
in half . "
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It was weird considering that thing was using mana to move, but it
even had a circuit board . However, Leon could barely see the



circuits . Those were so small that it was kind of hard to believe that
the hands of a sentient being had built those… most likely, it had been
created by another robot . Soon, Leon found the cave where those
mechanical spiders were coming from…

"So the monsters I will see if I reach the other world will be only
robots? Things were getting crazier…"

Leon recalled that he wanted to try to help Sarah and replicate that
weird metal, but he didn't have time to do so . He also recalled that he
didn't have many difficulties destroying the blades of those
choppers… so the metal itself wasn't the source of the robot's
durability, it was the same inside them, Leon confirmed that after
hitting the mechanical spiders that were leaving the dungeon .

"Electric attacks would be the best weapon against them… but I only

have lightning… I guess it's time to learn the basic electric spells . "

Although his spells added with gravity ring were enough to destroy
the mechanical spiders, Leon had to use a lot of mana . As someone
who wanted to be efficient in everything he does, Leon couldn't keep
doing that forever . Besides, electric attacks had a fascinating effect,
they could paralyze the targets as long as the projectile is strong
enough, and in enemy territory, Leon needed such a weapon .

"Come to think of it… if the dungeons evolved, did the shop evolved
too?"



Leon had a stupid amount of coins, and he would be silly in not using
them to speed up his progress . So, he decided to check the shop .
Unfortunately, once he got too close, several mechanical spiders left
the dungeon to attack him . The damn things couldn't fly, by they
could jump at a fearsome speed .

"Let's see how those little bastards handle water…"

Leon created a pool of water and used it to block the entrance of the
dungeon . Once the mechanical spiders entered the water, they didn't
break as Leon had expected… Well, that was alien technology, so it
was only obvious that those robots were waterproof . Still, they lost
their mobility, and Leon could control them somewhat since the

whole water was under his control . Damaging them was impossible,
but Leon used that opportunity to access the dungeon shop .

Unlike the things on the Earth, the shop didn't change all that much
every second… it looked like the people of Miebos decided to ignore
the monsters that were coming from the dungeons and focused only
on the harvesters . Still, the variety of things Leon could buy there
was phenomenal . Leon could even buy tomes that would teach him
Earth Manipulation and the like… he even found a railgun being sold
there . The price was ten million coins… it was stupid, but it could be
bought .

Unfortunately, the only weapons available weren't much better than
his current weapons . Even the accessories were leagues behind the
ones Leon gave to his friends . That was a letdown, but in the end,



Leon was fine with that . It wasn't a good idea to rely too much on
powerful weapons . A powerful weapon wouldn't bring him back

home . He needed to increase his strength for that to happen .

Leon had a hard time finding a dungeon amidst that destroyed city,
since there wasnt much light and the mist was thick, he only saw one

after looking for three days straight . Fortunately, while Leon was
learning Magma Spear, he also learned how to multitask as well, and
thanks to it, his arsenal increased .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Lance .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Ice Lance .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Still, even though Leon flew in the same direction for several days, he
didnt find the end of the destroyed city . It was hard to believe, but it
looked like the people of Miebos put together several cities to create
the capital of the world, and the city was the size of a continent .



Regardless, Leon only found the dungeon because he heard something
weird below him . When he approached, thanks to Mana Dominion,
he felt the presence of something moving . That thing had a lot of
mana, but it was quite small, and its shape was weird as well .
Approaching without knowing his enemy was dangerous, so Leon
used a gust of wind to disperse the mist for a while and then used a
fireball to illuminate the ground, and then he saw it . A fifty

centimeters long, grey spider .

What the… Leon frowned .

The size alone was weird, but the color was even weirder . Still, the
spider foolishly jumped to attack Leons fireball . However, instead of
burning itself, the damn thing absorbed the fire in an instant . Thanks
to that, he saw clearly what that thing was .

A mechanical spider… no wonder its presence its so weird .

It was a robot in the shape of a spider, it was weird, but Leon attacked
the thing anyway . But much to Leons surprise, the mechanical spider
dodged Leons Ice Bullet with ease…

It can move pretty fast despite being a robot and even under the
effects of powerful gravity… I guess this is the type of monster
Hammath mentioned that couldnt be eaten .

It was astonishing, but Leon confirmed that after using the gravity
ring to slow down the spider and using several Ice Bullets to destroy



it . After noticing the mana of the robot had dispersed, Leon used the
telekinesis ring to grab the robot .

Wow… its very heavy . Despite its size, it is as heavy as my steel
spears… this metal… it looks like it isnt the same material the
choppers William received from that lizards . Its legs are razor
sharp… this thing cant use magic, but its legs can easily cut a human
in half .

It was weird considering that thing was using mana to move, but it
even had a circuit board . However, Leon could barely see the
circuits . Those were so small that it was kind of hard to believe that
the hands of a sentient being had built those… most likely, it had been
created by another robot . Soon, Leon found the cave where those
mechanical spiders were coming from…

So the monsters I will see if I reach the other world will be only
robots? Things were getting crazier…

Leon recalled that he wanted to try to help Sarah and replicate that
weird metal, but he didnt have time to do so . He also recalled that he
didnt have many difficulties destroying the blades of those
choppers… so the metal itself wasnt the source of the robots
durability, it was the same inside them, Leon confirmed that after
hitting the mechanical spiders that were leaving the dungeon .

Electric attacks would be the best weapon against them… but I only
have lightning… I guess its time to learn the basic electric spells .



Although his spells added with gravity ring were enough to destroy
the mechanical spiders, Leon had to use a lot of mana . As someone
who wanted to be efficient in everything he does, Leon couldnt keep
doing that forever . Besides, electric attacks had a fascinating effect,
they could paralyze the targets as long as the projectile is strong
enough, and in enemy territory, Leon needed such a weapon .

Come to think of it… if the dungeons evolved, did the shop evolved
too?

Leon had a stupid amount of coins, and he would be silly in not using
them to speed up his progress . So, he decided to check the shop .
Unfortunately, once he got too close, several mechanical spiders left
the dungeon to attack him . The damn things couldnt fly, by they
could jump at a fearsome speed .

Lets see how those little bastards handle water…

Leon created a pool of water and used it to block the entrance of the
dungeon . Once the mechanical spiders entered the water, they didnt
break as Leon had expected… Well, that was alien technology, so it
was only obvious that those robots were waterproof . Still, they lost
their mobility, and Leon could control them somewhat since the

whole water was under his control . Damaging them was impossible,
but Leon used that opportunity to access the dungeon shop .

Unlike the things on the Earth, the shop didnt change all that much
every second… it looked like the people of Miebos decided to ignore



the monsters that were coming from the dungeons and focused only
on the harvesters . Still, the variety of things Leon could buy there
was phenomenal . Leon could even buy tomes that would teach him
Earth Manipulation and the like… he even found a railgun being sold
there . The price was ten million coins… it was stupid, but it could be
bought .

Unfortunately, the only weapons available werent much better than
his current weapons . Even the accessories were leagues behind the
ones Leon gave to his friends . That was a letdown, but in the end,
Leon was fine with that . It wasnt a good idea to rely too much on
powerful weapons . A powerful weapon wouldnt bring him back

home . He needed to increase his strength for that to happen .
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In the end, Leon only bought thousands of potions to help with his
training . He recalled that his skeletons could use Thunder Arrows,
but he couldn't imagine them being faster than the mechanical

spiders . He had to learn that himself .

"The most efficient way to do things here is to learn new spells and

use them to obtain free status… Still, only electric attacks will give
me the chance to attack the spiders before they cut me to pieces . "



It would be great if Leon could control his electric projectiles and
cause damage over time, but to do that, he would have to touch
them… and electrocute himself in the process . Paralyze himself on
the battlefield was out of the question, so Leon could only learn the
active version of those attacks . His ultimate goal for the next few
days was to cause a dungeon break and level up his skills as much as
possible . But until Leon learns at least one electric attack that doesn't
consume so much of his mana, that was just a crazy idea .

"Well… let��s start with the basics . "

In the blink of an eye, Leon created a wind bullet . After that, he tried
to strengthen the projectile . Much to his surprise, a Thunder Bullet
soon appeared, but since its power wasn't his on control yet, Leon got
electrocuted, and the spell dispersed .

"Ouch!" Leon said while his right hand was trembling .

Sponsored Content
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Just a small spark hit Leon's arm, but since the difference of his
intelligence and mentality was high, he lost twenty percent of his
health, and his arm got paralyzed for five seconds .

"Holy crap, this is dangerous…"



No wonder it was so hard to control, the energy behind even the small
thunder bullet was stupidly high . Still, Leon could clearly see the
potential of that kind of attack . Besides, even though it wasn't his
intention, he also would train his Thunder Resistance .

"Still… I don't remember being able to create electricity so easily on
the island… is it because my intelligence is higher now?"

It was hard to recall . The four years Leon stayed on the island, he did
nothing but practice his magic . In comparison, Leon did a lot of
things in the last months, so he was having difficulties confirming
that . Regardless, even though the spell was the size of a bullet, Leon
had to practice his control for one week and the speed of the
projection of the spell for another week .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Bullet .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"I spent two weeks to learn a spell that it would take a few hours to

master if it were made of earth…"



Leon couldn't help but sigh, even though his intelligence and control
increased a lot, it looked like he wasn't that talented… despite the fact

that everyone thought that he was a pretty good mage . In any case,
Leon felt that he just lost time during those two weeks since he could
have learned several other spells, practiced them, and obtained dozen
of free status points .

Sponsored Content
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While Leon was thinking of that, he felt something approaching from
behind . It couldn't belong to the mechanic spiders, the dungeon was
dozens of meters ahead of Leon, after all . Still… soon Leon

recognized the presences that were approaching since they were
walking as if they were in their backyard . They were Ava and
Hammath .

"… What are you guys doing here?" Leon sighed .

"Hey, it has been a while," Hammath said . "We have been sent to

investigate this dungeon… since we didn't find any spiders
approaching our village over the last week . But I can see now why

we didn't find them . "

It wasn't a good idea to show his back to anyone, but since he kept
Mana Armor activated 24/7, Leon did so . Although he had no bad



feelings whatsoever to the people of that world, Leon didn't have any
good feelings toward them either . If anything, it was better to ignore
them and keep doing his own thing, if Leon involves himself too
much with the people of that world, he could end up postponing his
return to Earth .

"Sorry for before, Leon," Hammath said . "Grandfather didn't want to
be that rude, but he can't control his feeling when he sees a mage,
because the people up above used so much mana and made everything
change twenty years ago . The new monsters killed my parents… that

is why he blames anyone who uses mana indiscriminately . "

"I don't need your apologies, and you don't have to apologize to me,"
Leon said . "Rather, I think it is weird that you don't hate me like your
grandfather . "

"I was too small when my parents died…" Hammath said . "Although
I don't like to live down here and I dislike the people that live above
us, I can't hate them, since hate alone won't change anything . "

Leon wondered if he would feel the same in fifteen years, a few
months have passed since he discovered about the death of his parents
and he still wanted to hunt down the bastard who caused their deaths .
According to Gurr, the appearance of monsters, dungeons, and mana
was like a natural phenomenon, but dragons weren't . So, Leon felt
even more eager to kill whoever summoned the dragons .



It was a pity what happened to Hammath's parents, but Leon didn't
waste much time thinking about it . He had too many problems in his
hand to care about the problems of others . In any case, a mechanical
spider appeared, and Leon finally had the chance to test his new spell

and test something else . So, without a hint of hesitation, he fired a
Thunder Bullet .

Although Leon still had to use gravity ring to slow down the creatures,
the result of the impact had been much better than expected . The
mechanical spider trembled for several seconds until the paralyzes
effect wore off . It didn't cause damage, but it left the monster
completely defenseless… it was a success .

In the end, Leon only bought thousands of potions to help with his
training . He recalled that his skeletons could use Thunder Arrows,
but he couldnt imagine them being faster than the mechanical
spiders . He had to learn that himself .

The most efficient way to do things here is to learn new spells and use
them to obtain free status… Still, only electric attacks will give me
the chance to attack the spiders before they cut me to pieces .

It would be great if Leon could control his electric projectiles and
cause damage over time, but to do that, he would have to touch
them… and electrocute himself in the process . Paralyze himself on
the battlefield was out of the question, so Leon could only learn the
active version of those attacks . His ultimate goal for the next few
days was to cause a dungeon break and level up his skills as much as



possible . But until Leon learns at least one electric attack that doesnt
consume so much of his mana, that was just a crazy idea .

Well… let��s start with the basics .

In the blink of an eye, Leon created a wind bullet . After that, he tried
to strengthen the projectile . Much to his surprise, a Thunder Bullet
soon appeared, but since its power wasnt his on control yet, Leon got
electrocuted, and the spell dispersed .

Ouch! Leon said while his right hand was trembling .

Just a small spark hit Leons arm, but since the difference of his
intelligence and mentality was high, he lost twenty percent of his
health, and his arm got paralyzed for five seconds .

Holy crap, this is dangerous…

No wonder it was so hard to control, the energy behind even the small
thunder bullet was stupidly high . Still, Leon could clearly see the
potential of that kind of attack . Besides, even though it wasnt his
intention, he also would train his Thunder Resistance .

Still… I dont remember being able to create electricity so easily on
the island… is it because my intelligence is higher now?



It was hard to recall . The four years Leon stayed on the island, he did
nothing but practice his magic . In comparison, Leon did a lot of
things in the last months, so he was having difficulties confirming
that . Regardless, even though the spell was the size of a bullet, Leon
had to practice his control for one week and the speed of the
projection of the spell for another week .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Bullet .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

I spent two weeks to learn a spell that it would take a few hours to
master if it were made of earth…

Leon couldnt help but sigh, even though his intelligence and control
increased a lot, it looked like he wasnt that talented… despite the fact

that everyone thought that he was a pretty good mage . In any case,
Leon felt that he just lost time during those two weeks since he could
have learned several other spells, practiced them, and obtained dozen
of free status points .

While Leon was thinking of that, he felt something approaching from
behind . It couldnt belong to the mechanic spiders, the dungeon was
dozens of meters ahead of Leon, after all . Still… soon Leon

recognized the presences that were approaching since they were



walking as if they were in their backyard . They were Ava and
Hammath .

… What are you guys doing here? Leon sighed .

Hey, it has been a while, Hammath said . We have been sent to

investigate this dungeon… since we didnt find any spiders
approaching our village over the last week . But I can see now why

we didnt find them .

It wasnt a good idea to show his back to anyone, but since he kept
Mana Armor activated 24/7, Leon did so . Although he had no bad
feelings whatsoever to the people of that world, Leon didnt have any
good feelings toward them either . If anything, it was better to ignore
them and keep doing his own thing, if Leon involves himself too
much with the people of that world, he could end up postponing his
return to Earth .

Sorry for before, Leon, Hammath said . Grandfather didnt want to be
that rude, but he cant control his feeling when he sees a mage,
because the people up above used so much mana and made everything
change twenty years ago . The new monsters killed my parents… that

is why he blames anyone who uses mana indiscriminately .

I dont need your apologies, and you dont have to apologize to me,
Leon said . Rather, I think it is weird that you dont hate me like your
grandfather .



I was too small when my parents died… Hammath said . Although I
dont like to live down here and I dislike the people that live above us,
I cant hate them, since hate alone wont change anything .

Leon wondered if he would feel the same in fifteen years, a few
months have passed since he discovered about the death of his parents
and he still wanted to hunt down the bastard who caused their deaths .
According to Gurr, the appearance of monsters, dungeons, and mana
was like a natural phenomenon, but dragons werent . So, Leon felt
even more eager to kill whoever summoned the dragons .

It was a pity what happened to Hammaths parents, but Leon didnt
waste much time thinking about it . He had too many problems in his
hand to care about the problems of others . In any case, a mechanical
spider appeared, and Leon finally had the chance to test his new spell

and test something else . So, without a hint of hesitation, he fired a
Thunder Bullet .

Although Leon still had to use gravity ring to slow down the creatures,
the result of the impact had been much better than expected . The
mechanical spider trembled for several seconds until the paralyzes
effect wore off . It didnt cause damage, but it left the monster
completely defenseless… it was a success .
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"Wow… to stop the creature for such a long time…" Hammath said,
impressed .

"… Why didn't you kill it?" Ava frowned .

"It was just a test… and the test is not over . " Leon answered .

Once again, the mechanical spider got hit and started to tremble while
the electric current was still active . Leon approached and covered the
creature with a thin layer of earth . After opening a small hole in the
layer and receiving some shocks, Leon activated Seal . Much to his
surprise, the skill worked, and he transferred the mana to his staff .

Steel Staff III (Neutral)

It grants you the Strength + 30, Endurance + 30

It wasn't bad, but… it wasn't good either . It looked like the
mechanical spiders had no elemental capabilities, and that explained
the status 'neutral . ' The creature used mana to keep itself working; it
didn't use to attack, after all .

"I thought the effects would be better considering that those robots are
the monsters of what supposed to be in an evolved dungeon… I guess
it is a waste of time to use Seal on them since those effects are
ridiculous, and I can't sell the weapons on the dungeon shop…"



Then Leon had an idea . He looked behind and saw Hammath

wondering what Leon just did and Ava, who was still looking at him
suspiciously . Then, Leon tossed the staff to Hammath .

"Do you want it?" Leon asked .

Sponsored Content
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"…Yes . " Hammath said after noticing his growth in status .

"Give me five hundred coins, and it is yours," Leon said .

Hammath offered a handshake without thinking twice, and then he
transferred the five hundred coins . It wasn't a half-bad trade
considering that Leon only spent less than a minute to create the staff
and a few seconds to use Seal .

"Mmm… maybe the difference of an evolved dungeon and a

non-evolved one are the bosses… those mechanical spiders certainly

are stronger than most monsters, but I can't imagine them being

stronger than earth dragons . "

Maybe it was because he now could almost stop enemies entirely
using telekinesis and gravity, but Leon couldn't feel the real danger of
those creatures . Regardless, now that the test was over, it was about



time to see the boss of that dungeon . Leon was also curious about the
world those creatures came from . If it were a world without people,
then it would be a waste of time to search there, but if there are people,
maybe Leon could find a way to return to Earth . However, much to
his surprise, Leon heard Ava's voice .

"Hey… I want one too . " Ava said .

"Five hundred coins . " Leon said . "

Ava offered a handshake and then transferred the coins, but soon
Leon sighed and regretted a little .

"I want a bow that increases my speed and dexterity," Ava said .

It would take a while to find that… even though Leon could create
bows in a minute, the effects Seal would add to a weapon were
random… fortunately, on the third try, Leon got the bow she wanted .
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Steel Bow III (Neutral)

It grants you the Speed + 30, Dexterity + 30



It wasn't worth the hassle carry the other bows, so Leon used
Mana-Eater and destroyed them . Unless he obtains a bow that grants

him the power to shot Thunder Arrows, he had no reason to use it .
Regardless, when Leon stepped forward and bought a few more

thousand potions, he was stopped this time by Hammath when he was
about to enter the dungeon .

"Are you going alone?"Hammath asked .

"Don't even try, dude," Leon said . "Don't follow me, I don't want to
involve myself with you guys any further, and I don't want to be
chased by the people of your village if something happens . "

"We are full-fledged warriors of our village," Hammath explained .
"Even if we die, no one would blame you since we died in combat . "

"Say that to your hot-blooded grandfather, who was having a hard
time controlling his anger not to punch me," Leon said . "If you die,
he will have the excuse to attack me, and I don't have time to waste
with him . So, don't bother me, all right?"

Before entering the dungeon, Leon created a thick staff . It was
shorter than the staff he sold to Hammath, but it was almost two times
as thick . Leon would use that to smash the mechanical spiders .

After taking a few steps and facing the first mechanical spiders inside
that space, Leon finally noticed why those creatures trembled so much



and for so long . It looked like the electric discharge messed with their
circuits and nullified the effects of the mana on the metal . Leon
noticed that when his staff smashed the mechanical spider almost
without any resistance .
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"Mana truly gives them the capacity to move and also increase their

defenses… but since they are machines, they don't handle electricity
well . "

That was kind of a letdown . Still… if mana could make that metal

more durable, Leon concluded that making weapons using that as a
basis could be a good way to produce pretty decent weapons . If the
metal could become more resilient, the more mana it has, if the same
principles could be applied to weapons…

Health: 121+

Mana: 2169 +

Stamina: 111 +

Strength: 96+



Dexterity: 39 +

Speed: 80 +

Intelligence: 340 +

Endurance: 102 +

Control: 122 +

Mentality: 119 +

Luck: 25 +

Recovery: 642 +

Willpower: 99 +

Coins: 61298745

Status: 0

Skill List

Active Skills: Wind Manipulation Lv 37, Wind Transformation Lv

37, Wind Creation Lv 34, Earth Punch Lv 07, Ice Punch Lv 07,



Fire Punch Lv 07, Wind Punch Lv 07, Mana Eater Lv 23, Mana

Dominion Lv 32, Cure Burns Lv 13, Heal Lv 16, Regeneration Lv
11, Earth Lance Lv 07, Ice Lance Lv 07, Thunder Bullet Lv 01,

Passive Skills: Accuracy Lv 33, Cook Lv 39, Poison Resistance Lv
36, Sleep Resistance Lv 30, Thunder Resistance Lv 18, Gravity
Resistance Lv 12,

Wow… to stop the creature for such a long time… Hammath said,
impressed .

… Why didnt you kill it? Ava frowned .

It was just a test… and the test is not over . Leon answered .

Once again, the mechanical spider got hit and started to tremble while
the electric current was still active . Leon approached and covered the
creature with a thin layer of earth . After opening a small hole in the
layer and receiving some shocks, Leon activated Seal . Much to his
surprise, the skill worked, and he transferred the mana to his staff .

Steel Staff III (Neutral)

It grants you the Strength + 30, Endurance + 30



It wasnt bad, but… it wasnt good either . It looked like the
mechanical spiders had no elemental capabilities, and that explained
the status neutral . The creature used mana to keep itself working; it
didnt use to attack, after all .

I thought the effects would be better considering that those robots are
the monsters of what supposed to be in an evolved dungeon… I guess
it is a waste of time to use Seal on them since those effects are
ridiculous, and I cant sell the weapons on the dungeon shop…

Then Leon had an idea . He looked behind and saw Hammath

wondering what Leon just did and Ava, who was still looking at him
suspiciously . Then, Leon tossed the staff to Hammath .

Do you want it? Leon asked .

…Yes . Hammath said after noticing his growth in status .

Give me five hundred coins, and it is yours, Leon said .

Hammath offered a handshake without thinking twice, and then he
transferred the five hundred coins . It wasnt a half-bad trade
considering that Leon only spent less than a minute to create the staff
and a few seconds to use Seal .

Mmm… maybe the difference of an evolved dungeon and a
non-evolved one are the bosses… those mechanical spiders certainly



are stronger than most monsters, but I cant imagine them being

stronger than earth dragons .

Maybe it was because he now could almost stop enemies entirely
using telekinesis and gravity, but Leon couldnt feel the real danger of
those creatures . Regardless, now that the test was over, it was about
time to see the boss of that dungeon . Leon was also curious about the
world those creatures came from . If it were a world without people,
then it would be a waste of time to search there, but if there are people,
maybe Leon could find a way to return to Earth . However, much to
his surprise, Leon heard Avas voice .

Hey… I want one too . Ava said .

Five hundred coins . Leon said .

Ava offered a handshake and then transferred the coins, but soon
Leon sighed and regretted a little .

I want a bow that increases my speed and dexterity, Ava said .

It would take a while to find that… even though Leon could create
bows in a minute, the effects Seal would add to a weapon were
random… fortunately, on the third try, Leon got the bow she wanted .

Steel Bow III (Neutral)



It grants you the Speed + 30, Dexterity + 30

It wasnt worth the hassle carry the other bows, so Leon used
Mana-Eater and destroyed them . Unless he obtains a bow that grants

him the power to shot Thunder Arrows, he had no reason to use it .
Regardless, when Leon stepped forward and bought a few more

thousand potions, he was stopped this time by Hammath when he was
about to enter the dungeon .

Are you going alone?Hammath asked .

Dont even try, dude, Leon said . Dont follow me, I dont want to
involve myself with you guys any further, and I dont want to be
chased by the people of your village if something happens .

We are full-fledged warriors of our village, Hammath explained .
Even if we die, no one would blame you since we died in combat .

Say that to your hot-blooded grandfather, who was having a hard time
controlling his anger not to punch me, Leon said . If you die, he will
have the excuse to attack me, and I dont have time to waste with
him . So, dont bother me, all right?

Before entering the dungeon, Leon created a thick staff . It was
shorter than the staff he sold to Hammath, but it was almost two times
as thick . Leon would use that to smash the mechanical spiders .



After taking a few steps and facing the first mechanical spiders inside
that space, Leon finally noticed why those creatures trembled so much
and for so long . It looked like the electric discharge messed with their
circuits and nullified the effects of the mana on the metal . Leon
noticed that when his staff smashed the mechanical spider almost
without any resistance .

Mana truly gives them the capacity to move and also increase their
defenses… but since they are machines, they dont handle electricity
well .

That was kind of a letdown . Still… if mana could make that metal

more durable, Leon concluded that making weapons using that as a
basis could be a good way to produce pretty decent weapons . If the
metal could become more resilient, the more mana it has, if the same
principles could be applied to weapons…

Health: 121+

Mana: 2169 +

Stamina: 111 +

Strength: 96+

Dexterity: 39 +



Speed: 80 +

Intelligence: 340 +

Endurance: 102 +

Control: 122 +

Mentality: 119 +

Luck: 25 +

Recovery: 642 +

Willpower: 99 +

Coins: 61298745

Status: 0

Skill List

Active Skills: Wind Manipulation Lv 37, Wind Transformation Lv

37, Wind Creation Lv 34, Earth Punch Lv 07, Ice Punch Lv 07,
Fire Punch Lv 07, Wind Punch Lv 07, Mana Eater Lv 23, Mana



Dominion Lv 32, Cure Burns Lv 13, Heal Lv 16, Regeneration Lv
11, Earth Lance Lv 07, Ice Lance Lv 07, Thunder Bullet Lv 01,

Passive Skills: Accuracy Lv 33, Cook Lv 39, Poison Resistance Lv
36, Sleep Resistance Lv 30, Thunder Resistance Lv 18, Gravity
Resistance Lv 12,
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After making a mental note of trying to replicate the metal the
choppers were made of, Leon moved forward . Fortunately, that was a
dungeon that didn't have many bifurcations . So, Leon only had to
explore the place for a few hours before he could find the boss room .
He could have reached much sooner if he had used some potions, but
he didn't it .

Although the mechanical spiders made Leon recall real spiders, the
boss of that dungeon didn't make Leon remember anything . It was a
robot, but it didn't have the shape of an animal, it was not humanoid
either . That thing had several blades on the top of its body as if that
were the blades of a chopper . It also had a rectangular shape being
four meters tall and one and a half wide . There were nor arms or
legs . In its place, Leon saw several silver guns, and he quite sure
those guns wouldn't shot ordinary bullets… but what grabbed Leon's
attention was a hole in the center of that robot . Leon couldn't see



anything inside that hole, it was dark for some reason, even though
the entire dungeon was well-lit…

"That looks like a problem . " Leon murmured .

"It certainly looks," Hammath said . "It is the first time I have seen the
boss of this dungeon…"

Before he even turned around, Leon facepalmed… Hammath and Ava

were supposed to be around twenty years old, but it looked like their
mentality was of someone who was eleven or twelve . It kind of
makes sense, considering that people could live more thanks to
mana . Still, that was hard to accept since Hammath had the built of
the terminator…Truth to be told, Leon felt their presence, but he
didn't want to believe that those two would approach that much even
after his warnings .

"You guys already did what you wanted to do, right?" Leon asked .
"Now, get out of here before I give your grandfather one reason to
hunt me . "
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"Can't we watch you fight?" Hammath asked .



"Do you think I'm here to have some fun?" Leon asked . "I don't
know even know if I can take down that thing, and you want to let
you watch?"

"If you give me a shield, we can make ourselves useful," Hammath
said . "A few arrows also would help Ava in causing some damage . "

A vein started to throb in Leon's forehead… it looked like he was

arguing with an unreasonable brat . Still, that wasn't a half-bad idea .
If someone could draw the monster's attention now and then, he
would have many more chances to attack, but that also was too risky .
Mostly because Hammath and Ava could die and Gurr would blame
Leon, but also because Hammath was being too friendly and
surviving a battle against a powerful enemy would only make him
more troublesome .

"If you let us help, we will tell you the location of the next nearest
dungeon," Hammath said .

"Why do you guys want to fight that thing so badly?" Leon asked .
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"Because we want to get stronger," Hammath explained . "It can't be
helped, but our people already accepted that we would live the rest of



our lives here . I can understand the feelings of those like my
grandfather, who has been fighting for so long, but I cannot accept
this lifestyle forever, and I have to try at least to make things better .
"

"Here we go again…" Ava sighed .

"You say that Ava, but I know that you are already sick of this place,"
Hammath said . "Though you are most sick of the water since it tastes
weird and the food since you are a glutton . "

"Shut up . " Ava looked away .

Leon sighed… even though those two had the appearances of people
who have been fighting for so long, in some aspects, they were just
children . By the look of things, they never went to the surface, so
they dreamed about living in the city above . Leon was aware that
kids have difficulty accepting certain things that adults accept as a
matter of fact, but Leon could relate to that . In fact, he was fully
aware that he was a 'you don't know until you try' person . Still, it
was too risky to fight alongside them against an enemy of unknown
skills .
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"This kind of thing wouldn't be a problem if I could analyze my

enemies… the problem is, Analysis only works on things I touch, and
I definitely can't touch a living boss . "

Leon wondered if calling that thing a living boss made any sense…
anyway, Leon, now more than never, felt like he needed to learn the
updated version of Analysis . Still, he didn't notice any changes even
after concentrating a massive amount of mana in his eyes . Just that
wasn't enough .

"What are you doing?" Avan frowned when she noticed that Leon was
moving his eyes suspiciously .

Leon ignored her and focused on the task ahead . According to the
experiences he had so far, he was pretty sure there was a trigger to
learn that kind of skill . He wouldn't have to practice two weeks to
learn that, so he wasn't in a hurry .

In any case, the skill Leon was looking for was supposed to be
extremely convenient . But considering his past experiences and the
things Leon learned recently, he knew that not everything could be so

convenient . So, that skill probably had some serious demerits . As
long as Leon discover those, he would discover the things he had to
do in order to activate the skill .

Leon had to try several different things before he could finally learn
the skill . Unfortunately, the result wasn't like he had expected .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Appraisal .

Cost: 10 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Ava

To activate the skill, Leon had to concentrate mana on his brain and
eyes at the same time . But it looked like the level of the skill
determined how much information he could obtain from a target, and
he could only use Appraisal on things that were within the range of
Mana Dominion .

After making a mental note of trying to replicate the metal the
choppers were made of, Leon moved forward . Fortunately, that was a
dungeon that didnt have many bifurcations . So, Leon only had to
explore the place for a few hours before he could find the boss room .
He could have reached much sooner if he had used some potions, but
he didnt it .

Although the mechanical spiders made Leon recall real spiders, the
boss of that dungeon didnt make Leon remember anything . It was a
robot, but it didnt have the shape of an animal, it was not humanoid
either . That thing had several blades on the top of its body as if that
were the blades of a chopper . It also had a rectangular shape being
four meters tall and one and a half wide . There were nor arms or
legs . In its place, Leon saw several silver guns, and he quite sure



those guns wouldnt shot ordinary bullets… but what grabbed Leons
attention was a hole in the center of that robot . Leon couldnt see
anything inside that hole, it was dark for some reason, even though
the entire dungeon was well-lit…

That looks like a problem . Leon murmured .

It certainly looks, Hammath said . It is the first time I have seen the
boss of this dungeon…

Before he even turned around, Leon facepalmed… Hammath and Ava

were supposed to be around twenty years old, but it looked like their
mentality was of someone who was eleven or twelve . It kind of
makes sense, considering that people could live more thanks to
mana . Still, that was hard to accept since Hammath had the built of
the terminator…Truth to be told, Leon felt their presence, but he didnt
want to believe that those two would approach that much even after
his warnings .

You guys already did what you wanted to do, right? Leon asked .
Now, get out of here before I give your grandfather one reason to hunt
me .

Cant we watch you fight? Hammath asked .

Do you think Im here to have some fun? Leon asked . I dont know
even know if I can take down that thing, and you want to let you
watch?



If you give me a shield, we can make ourselves useful, Hammath
said . A few arrows also would help Ava in causing some damage .

A vein started to throb in Leons forehead… it looked like he was
arguing with an unreasonable brat . Still, that wasnt a half-bad idea .
If someone could draw the monsters attention now and then, he would
have many more chances to attack, but that also was too risky .
Mostly because Hammath and Ava could die and Gurr would blame
Leon, but also because Hammath was being too friendly and
surviving a battle against a powerful enemy would only make him
more troublesome .

If you let us help, we will tell you the location of the next nearest
dungeon, Hammath said .

Why do you guys want to fight that thing so badly? Leon asked .

Because we want to get stronger, Hammath explained . It cant be
helped, but our people already accepted that we would live the rest of
our lives here . I can understand the feelings of those like my
grandfather, who has been fighting for so long, but I cannot accept
this lifestyle forever, and I have to try at least to make things better .

Here we go again… Ava sighed .

You say that Ava, but I know that you are already sick of this place,
Hammath said . Though you are most sick of the water since it tastes
weird and the food since you are a glutton .



Shut up . Ava looked away .

Leon sighed… even though those two had the appearances of people
who have been fighting for so long, in some aspects, they were just
children . By the look of things, they never went to the surface, so
they dreamed about living in the city above . Leon was aware that
kids have difficulty accepting certain things that adults accept as a
matter of fact, but Leon could relate to that . In fact, he was fully
aware that he was a you dont know until you try person . Still, it was
too risky to fight alongside them against an enemy of unknown skills .

This kind of thing wouldnt be a problem if I could analyze my
enemies… the problem is, Analysis only works on things I touch, and
I definitely cant touch a living boss .

Leon wondered if calling that thing a living boss made any sense…
anyway, Leon, now more than never, felt like he needed to learn the
updated version of Analysis . Still, he didnt notice any changes even
after concentrating a massive amount of mana in his eyes . Just that
wasnt enough .

What are you doing? Avan frowned when she noticed that Leon was

moving his eyes suspiciously .

Leon ignored her and focused on the task ahead . According to the
experiences he had so far, he was pretty sure there was a trigger to
learn that kind of skill . He wouldnt have to practice two weeks to
learn that, so he wasnt in a hurry .



In any case, the skill Leon was looking for was supposed to be
extremely convenient . But considering his past experiences and the
things Leon learned recently, he knew that not everything could be so

convenient . So, that skill probably had some serious demerits . As
long as Leon discover those, he would discover the things he had to
do in order to activate the skill .

Leon had to try several different things before he could finally learn
the skill . Unfortunately, the result wasnt like he had expected .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Appraisal .

Cost: 10 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Ava

To activate the skill, Leon had to concentrate mana on his brain and
eyes at the same time . But it looked like the level of the skill
determined how much information he could obtain from a target, and
he could only use Appraisal on things that were within the range of
Mana Dominion .
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"I guess I need to practice and make it more useful," Leon said .

"Practice what?" Hammath frowned .

Hammath couldn't help but feel confused . After all, Leon stayed
quiet for one hour, and when he finally said something, his words
didn't make any sense . Regardless, even though it was a pain keep
using such a boring skill, Leon used it and spent his mana without
remorse to level up Appraisal . Still, only after one hour and drinking
several mana potions, Leon felt satisfied with the progress of the
skill .

Ava

Health: 752/752

Mana: 15/15

Stamina: 712/712

Active Skills: Concentrated Shot Lv 61

Passive Skills: Poison Resistance Lv 111

Hammath
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Health: 988/988

Mana: 15/15

Stamina: 909/909

Active Skills: Pierce Lv 69

Passive Skills: Poison Resistance Lv 115

It looked like the more information the target has, the higher level
Appraisal would have to be to show that information . Leon could
approach and use the skill on the boss, but once he does that, the
battle would inevitably start . Most humans or living beings couldn't
feel Leon's Mana Dominions, but he was pretty sure a robot would
feel it if he gets too close .

"I guess the safest way to start the fight is to charge the railgun and
use it to cause as much damage as possible… but that would be way
too convenient, and my goal isn't to defeat the boss… I need to get

stronger . "

In the end, Leon had no reason to let Hammath and Ava fight
alongside him . He could give them a hand, but he couldn't let them



get on the way of his goal, and one of the easiest ways to obtain free
status points was using his skills on bosses .

"Sorry, but you guys will have just to watch me fight," Leon
declared . "But if you two help me from the sidelines, I can give you
another magic item for free . "
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"… What do we have to do?" Ava frowned .

"Just throw mana potions at me," Leon answered . "That will suffice .
"

Leon created a cart and then drop the contents of hundreds of mana
potions inside of it . After that, he created two steel buckets…
Hammath and Ava frowned when they noticed that Leon wasn't
joking .

"Wait, we can help more than that!" Hammath protested .

"Yeah, I know . " Leon looked away . "But I don't need your help . If
you want to get stronger, I can give you a hand, but the boss is mine
alone . "



Fighting against bosses was the quicked way to level up skills, so
Leon was a bit unreasonable trying to monopolize that advantage .
But he couldn't care less about such a thing . He couldn't afford to
waste time worrying about that kind of thing . He had and intended to
use any means necessary to return to Earth as soon as possible .

"Fine… but how do you plan to help us?" Hammath asked .

"I can create the weapons you guys want to practice, or I can use
magic to level up your resistances," Leon said . "It is your choice .
Still, if you choose the second option, it will be painful . I can heal
your wounds, but it won't be something pleasant for you guys .
Besides, I will only do so until we reach the next dungeon . "

It wasn't a bad deal, so Hammath and Ava readily accepted the offer .
Although Leon assured them that they wouldn't die, they chose the
weapons… but first, they had to defeat the boss .
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"Don't get away from me, okay?" Leon asked . "Just stay close and
use the mana potions on me . "

"How are we going to proceed?" Ava asked .



"We will just face the boss normally," Leon answered . "You will
see…"

It was common knowledge that facing a boss without causing massive
amounts of damage in a preemptive strike was suicide . So, Hammath
and Ava couldn't help but regret that they chose to follow a madman .
Still, their opinions changed when they entered the final part of the
dungeon, and the boss attacked Leon . Hammath and Ava imagined
that Leon would be exploded in pieces, and then they would be the
next to die, but nothing happened . Although they heard the sound of
the boss firing something, they didn't see the object, but they heard
the sound of something blocking the projectile .

LQH-999

Health: ---/---

Mana: 8995/9000

Stamina: ---/---

Active Skills: Mana Bullet Lv 80 Mana Beam Lv 60

Passive Skills: Auto-Repair Lv 50



"I guess it doesn't have health and stamina because it is a robot… but

to think I would finally find the invisible attack I wanted to learn
here…"

Although Leon was looking at that status screen, he didn't waste too
much time thinking about it . He started to fire Thunder Bullets to
stop the damn thing from shooting the invisible Mana Bullets .
Although Leon's mana was decreasing at the same time the boss was
spending mana to attack, he didn't want to fight for hours .

Thunder Bullet started to level up like crazy, and little by little, its
effects over the robot were becoming stronger . Still, the machine
barely stopped for half a second after getting hit by one of those .

"The power and level of Thunder Bullet were too low to use it against

a boss… maybe this will get messy . "

Thunder Bullet didn't cause damage, so Leon had to use his staff, but
considering that he only made one, he wondered if that was enough .
Still, little by little, his thick staff was damaging the boss . At some
point, the boss stopped attacking and used its mana to repair itself .

"Good for me… it can't do two things at the same time . "

That being said, the robot could barely repair itself since Thunder
Bullets were continually interrupting the process… the thing was just
wasting its mana . Meanwhile, Hammath and Ava were constantly



making Leon's mana recover . Still, things changed when Leon
clearly saw mana becoming visible in the dark hole that was located in
the center of the boss . Even his Thunder Bullets couldn't stop it . The
machine finally noticed that it couldn't defeat Leon without using its
trump card .

"Here it comes…" Leon murmured .

I guess I need to practice and make it more useful, Leon said .

Practice what? Hammath frowned .

Hammath couldnt help but feel confused . After all, Leon stayed quiet
for one hour, and when he finally said something, his words didnt
make any sense . Regardless, even though it was a pain keep using
such a boring skill, Leon used it and spent his mana without remorse
to level up Appraisal . Still, only after one hour and drinking several
mana potions, Leon felt satisfied with the progress of the skill .

Ava

Health: 752/752

Mana: 15/15

Stamina: 712/712



Active Skills: Concentrated Shot Lv 61

Passive Skills: Poison Resistance Lv 111

Hammath

Health: 988/988

Mana: 15/15

Stamina: 909/909

Active Skills: Pierce Lv 69

Passive Skills: Poison Resistance Lv 115

It looked like the more information the target has, the higher level
Appraisal would have to be to show that information . Leon could
approach and use the skill on the boss, but once he does that, the
battle would inevitably start . Most humans or living beings couldnt

feel Leons Mana Dominions, but he was pretty sure a robot would
feel it if he gets too close .

I guess the safest way to start the fight is to charge the railgun and use
it to cause as much damage as possible… but that would be way too
convenient, and my goal isnt to defeat the boss… I need to get

stronger .



In the end, Leon had no reason to let Hammath and Ava fight
alongside him . He could give them a hand, but he couldnt let them
get on the way of his goal, and one of the easiest ways to obtain free
status points was using his skills on bosses .

Sorry, but you guys will have just to watch me fight, Leon declared .
But if you two help me from the sidelines, I can give you another
magic item for free .

… What do we have to do? Ava frowned .

Just throw mana potions at me, Leon answered . That will suffice .

Leon created a cart and then drop the contents of hundreds of mana
potions inside of it . After that, he created two steel buckets…
Hammath and Ava frowned when they noticed that Leon wasnt
joking .

Wait, we can help more than that! Hammath protested .

Yeah, I know . Leon looked away . But I dont need your help . If you
want to get stronger, I can give you a hand, but the boss is mine
alone .

Fighting against bosses was the quicked way to level up skills, so
Leon was a bit unreasonable trying to monopolize that advantage .
But he couldnt care less about such a thing . He couldnt afford to



waste time worrying about that kind of thing . He had and intended to
use any means necessary to return to Earth as soon as possible .

Fine… but how do you plan to help us? Hammath asked .

I can create the weapons you guys want to practice, or I can use magic
to level up your resistances, Leon said . It is your choice . Still, if you
choose the second option, it will be painful . I can heal your wounds,
but it wont be something pleasant for you guys . Besides, I will only
do so until we reach the next dungeon .

It wasnt a bad deal, so Hammath and Ava readily accepted the offer .
Although Leon assured them that they wouldnt die, they chose the
weapons… but first, they had to defeat the boss .

Dont get away from me, okay? Leon asked . Just stay close and use
the mana potions on me .

How are we going to proceed? Ava asked .

We will just face the boss normally, Leon answered . You will see…

It was common knowledge that facing a boss without causing massive
amounts of damage in a preemptive strike was suicide . So, Hammath
and Ava couldnt help but regret that they chose to follow a madman .
Still, their opinions changed when they entered the final part of the
dungeon, and the boss attacked Leon . Hammath and Ava imagined



that Leon would be exploded in pieces, and then they would be the
next to die, but nothing happened . Although they heard the sound of
the boss firing something, they didnt see the object, but they heard the
sound of something blocking the projectile .

LQH-999

Health: ---/---

Mana: 8995/9000

Stamina: ---/---

Active Skills: Mana Bullet Lv 80 Mana Beam Lv 60

Passive Skills: Auto-Repair Lv 50

I guess it doesnt have health and stamina because it is a robot… but to
think I would finally find the invisible attack I wanted to learn here…

Although Leon was looking at that status screen, he didnt waste too
much time thinking about it . He started to fire Thunder Bullets to
stop the damn thing from shooting the invisible Mana Bullets .
Although Leons mana was decreasing at the same time the boss was
spending mana to attack, he didnt want to fight for hours .



Thunder Bullet started to level up like crazy, and little by little, its
effects over the robot were becoming stronger . Still, the machine
barely stopped for half a second after getting hit by one of those .

The power and level of Thunder Bullet were too low to use it against
a boss… maybe this will get messy .

Thunder Bullet didnt cause damage, so Leon had to use his staff, but
considering that he only made one, he wondered if that was enough .
Still, little by little, his thick staff was damaging the boss . At some
point, the boss stopped attacking and used its mana to repair itself .

Good for me… it cant do two things at the same time .

That being said, the robot could barely repair itself since Thunder
Bullets were continually interrupting the process… the thing was just
wasting its mana . Meanwhile, Hammath and Ava were constantly
making Leons mana recover . Still, things changed when Leon clearly
saw mana becoming visible in the dark hole that was located in the
center of the boss . Even his Thunder Bullets couldnt stop it . The
machine finally noticed that it couldnt defeat Leon without using its
trump card .

Here it comes… Leon murmured .
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Leon didn't have many good memories of being attacked by
non-elemental attacks . Mana Bullets couldn't even make him feel

nervous since he had Mana Shield… but Mana Beam made him recall
the time he got shot by a railgun . Still… at that time, he got attacked
by a projectile that had the power of three thousand points of mana,
but he survived . Since then, his skills increased, and he got stronger,
so Leon was confident that he would survive this time without losing
a limb… probably .

Mana Beam slammed against Leon's Mana Shield, and the entire
dungeon trembled . Once again, Hammath and Ava waited for the
world after death, thanks to it, they stopped making Leon recover his
mana .

"Don't stop!" Leon shouted . "It's not over yet . "

Hammath and Ava recovered themselves, and Leon used Appraisal
again . It was hard to compare, but it looked like that attack was more
or less thirty percent weaker than the full-powered railgun shot .

LQH-999

Health: ---/---
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Mana: 4125/9000

Stamina: ---/---

Active Skills: Mana Bullet Lv 80 Mana Beam Lv 60

Passive Skills: Auto-Repair Lv 50

"Although that special attack is good to finish off enemies, it isn't that
efficient against mages that have a lot of mana . "

The boss used two thousand points of mana, but Leon only lost fifteen
hundred points of his own mana . But it was a bit too soon to
celebrate… there was a chance that the boss could use all its mana to
self-destruct and cause massive amounts of damage . Fortunately, for
some reason, probably because its system overheated after using that

attack, the boss didn't use Mana Beam again . In the end, after a few
minutes, the robot just stopped moving like a masterless puppet .
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"No loot this time, huh . " Leon looked away after confirming that the
boss didn't drop anything .



"It's finally over?" Hammath asked . "Phew… I never felt so scared

before . "

"I wish your grandfather could hear this . " Ava approached the fallen
boss and started to kick it . "Mages sure have convenient skills . I
can't imagine even our leader defeating such a monster without
moving from a single spot . "

Leon started to imagine the strength of someone who has been
fighting against monsters and training his body over the course of
seven decades… and he couldn't help but imagine a super-man-like
living being . Leon even started to wonder if he wasn't getting too
careless as of late . After all, he said some harsh things to Gurr as
well . Although Leon had an advantage as long as he keeps his
distance, Gurr certainly has more tricks upon his sleeve and much
more battle experience .

"… Anyway, I'm going to check the other world . " Leon declared .
"I'm serious this time . If you follow me, I will cancel our deal . "
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Like always, there was a purple crystal at the end of the dungeon, and
Leon touched it while preparing himself to act if something
unexpected happens on the other side . After touching it, soon, Leon
started to regret that . Putting the numerous bosses, Leon could see



around aside; he was more interested and worried about the situation
of that world . Leon felt the temperature of his body increasing
because the weather in that place was much higher than in any place
he had ever been . Not only that, but the air was also stagnated, and
the smell of things rotting was everywhere .

"The heck is this…"

Leon appeared in the middle of a metal city; despite that, he could see
pieces of metal and trash in all directions . He was even on the top of
a pile of organic garbage that was incredibly unpleasant, and the
texture made him recall a slime… a dark slime . At first, Leon
thought he was in an abandoned city where the living beings of that
world used to throw their trash, but he changed his mind when he saw
himself surrounded by skyscrapers… that wasn't something he would
see in an abandoned city . Besides, some robots were still building
some facilities .

"Everything is made of metal… it is as if robots created everything

and intend to keep growing their empire . "

Leon didn't see a living soul in the distance, he had to confirm that,
but he didn't have time . Still, he was pretty sure that it was a world
that AI took control over everything and eliminated the intelligent
race or races that lived in that world . That place didn't have the
climate to sustain the life of ordinary living beings… Regardless,
Leon returned because he was about to be attacked dozens of those
bosses .



"What a scary place… it made me recall the Terminator world . "
Leon murmured .

"Who is the Terminator?" Hammath frowned .

"… Someone who you will never meet . " Leon sighed . "Lead the
way to the next dungeon, once we get there, you will receive your
rewards . "

Leon managed to level up his Thunder Bullet and Staff Mastery a lot
while fighting the robot boss, but he still could train them against the

mechanical spiders . However, he didn't feel like it because he
already had the means to defeat them with ease . Although Leon
needed free status points, he also required battle experience . Raw
power wasn't the only thing he would need against the beings that
were threatening that world .

"My first option is to obtain knowledge on the city above, but I will
also need power and more combat experience to return to that place,
obtain what I want, and escape alive . "

That was Leon's plan, but it looked like things wouldn't go as
smoothly as he wanted . Once Leon, Hammath, and Ava left the
dungeon, they saw Gurr and four other men waiting for them, and by
the look of Gurr's face, he didn't come to say hi .



Leon didnt have many good memories of being attacked by
non-elemental attacks . Mana Bullets couldnt even make him feel

nervous since he had Mana Shield… but Mana Beam made him recall
the time he got shot by a railgun . Still… at that time, he got attacked
by a projectile that had the power of three thousand points of mana,
but he survived . Since then, his skills increased, and he got stronger,
so Leon was confident that he would survive this time without losing
a limb… probably .

Mana Beam slammed against Leons Mana Shield, and the entire
dungeon trembled . Once again, Hammath and Ava waited for the
world after death, thanks to it, they stopped making Leon recover his
mana .

Dont stop! Leon shouted . Its not over yet .

Hammath and Ava recovered themselves, and Leon used Appraisal
again . It was hard to compare, but it looked like that attack was more
or less thirty percent weaker than the full-powered railgun shot .

LQH-999

Health: ---/---

Mana: 4125/9000

Stamina: ---/---



Active Skills: Mana Bullet Lv 80 Mana Beam Lv 60

Passive Skills: Auto-Repair Lv 50

Although that special attack is good to finish off enemies, it isnt that
efficient against mages that have a lot of mana .

The boss used two thousand points of mana, but Leon only lost fifteen
hundred points of his own mana . But it was a bit too soon to
celebrate… there was a chance that the boss could use all its mana to
self-destruct and cause massive amounts of damage . Fortunately, for
some reason, probably because its system overheated after using that

attack, the boss didnt use Mana Beam again . In the end, after a few
minutes, the robot just stopped moving like a masterless puppet .

No loot this time, huh . Leon looked away after confirming that the
boss didnt drop anything .

Its finally over? Hammath asked . Phew… I never felt so scared

before .

I wish your grandfather could hear this . Ava approached the fallen
boss and started to kick it . Mages sure have convenient skills . I cant
imagine even our leader defeating such a monster without moving
from a single spot .

Leon started to imagine the strength of someone who has been
fighting against monsters and training his body over the course of



seven decades… and he couldnt help but imagine a super-man-like
living being . Leon even started to wonder if he wasnt getting too
careless as of late . After all, he said some harsh things to Gurr as
well . Although Leon had an advantage as long as he keeps his
distance, Gurr certainly has more tricks upon his sleeve and much
more battle experience .

… Anyway, Im going to check the other world . Leon declared . Im
serious this time . If you follow me, I will cancel our deal .

Like always, there was a purple crystal at the end of the dungeon, and
Leon touched it while preparing himself to act if something
unexpected happens on the other side . After touching it, soon, Leon
started to regret that . Putting the numerous bosses, Leon could see
around aside; he was more interested and worried about the situation
of that world . Leon felt the temperature of his body increasing
because the weather in that place was much higher than in any place
he had ever been . Not only that, but the air was also stagnated, and
the smell of things rotting was everywhere .

The heck is this…

Leon appeared in the middle of a metal city; despite that, he could see
pieces of metal and trash in all directions . He was even on the top of
a pile of organic garbage that was incredibly unpleasant, and the
texture made him recall a slime… a dark slime . At first, Leon
thought he was in an abandoned city where the living beings of that
world used to throw their trash, but he changed his mind when he saw
himself surrounded by skyscrapers… that wasnt something he would



see in an abandoned city . Besides, some robots were still building
some facilities .

Everything is made of metal… it is as if robots created everything and
intend to keep growing their empire .

Leon didnt see a living soul in the distance, he had to confirm that,
but he didnt have time . Still, he was pretty sure that it was a world
that AI took control over everything and eliminated the intelligent
race or races that lived in that world . That place didnt have the
climate to sustain the life of ordinary living beings… Regardless,
Leon returned because he was about to be attacked dozens of those
bosses .

What a scary place… it made me recall the Terminator world . Leon
murmured .

Who is the Terminator? Hammath frowned .

… Someone who you will never meet . Leon sighed . Lead the way to
the next dungeon, once we get there, you will receive your rewards .

Leon managed to level up his Thunder Bullet and Staff Mastery a lot
while fighting the robot boss, but he still could train them against the

mechanical spiders . However, he didnt feel like it because he already
had the means to defeat them with ease . Although Leon needed free
status points, he also required battle experience . Raw power wasnt



the only thing he would need against the beings that were threatening
that world .

My first option is to obtain knowledge on the city above, but I will
also need power and more combat experience to return to that place,
obtain what I want, and escape alive .

That was Leons plan, but it looked like things wouldnt go as smoothly
as he wanted . Once Leon, Hammath, and Ava left the dungeon, they
saw Gurr and four other men waiting for them, and by the look of
Gurrs face, he didnt come to say hi .
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"Hammath, Ava… return to the village… now . " Gurr ordered .

"Grandfather, this isn't what you are thinking," Hammath said . "We

followed Leon . He didn't make us enter the dungeon . He ordered us
to stay behind . "

"I didn't come here because of that . " Gurr declared . "I came here
because it looks like he doesn't care about the problems he may cause
and keep on using mana indiscriminately . "



"I see…" Leon closed his eyes and massaged his eyebrows . "We can't
help each other, but it looks like you don't have any intention of
overlooking my actions either . You don't look that old, but I guess
your brain aged… it doesn't make any difference if I use mana or
not . Many in the city above have even more mana than me, and they
keep using… why don't you try to stop them?"

"I can't stop them; they are too numerous…" Gurr said . "But I can
stop you and delay the evolution process of this world . If I delay it,
even for a single minute, I'm fine with it . "

"…Whatever," Leon sighed . "This will be a good session of
training… but remember, I didn't start the fight . So, don't complain
later about what will happen to your body once you die… I will give
you a hint about what will happen . You will become an undead
minion…"

"Despicable… you even have that kind of spell . " Gurr looked at
Leon, disgusted .

Gurr still wanted to fight, even after hearing that, then there was no
reason to keep talking . So, Leon started to create his sharpest and
most powerful Steel Spear . He wondered what would be the best
method, turn Gurr into a zombie, or Seal his soul into one of his
weapons .

"… I guess, soon, I will become a truly disgusting person . "



If Leon was considering doing that so a living being that closely
resembled a human, he noticed that he was on a dangerous path…
Still, he couldn't afford to spare the life of someone who wanted to
kill him .

Leon wanted to create five spears to deal with those five warriors, but
before he could even finish the first, Gurr attacked . As expected, the
difference in years of fighting was too big… Leon didn't even see
Gurr moving . He just saw him hitting against Mana Shield . Gurr's
spear was blocked before it could even get close to Leon, but his
target was clear… it was Leon's heart . A single attack made Leon

lose fifty points of his mana, and it decreased a little more when the
others attacked with their respective weapons, which were two swords
and two hammers .

"Mana Shield…"Gurr said, annoyed .

"So you do know… I guess I will play with you for a while . " Leon
said .

Leon still had some mana potions inside his magic box, so he decided
to make good use of them . Gurr and his friends were, without a doubt,
the most powerful enemy Leon had ever fought . He couldn't even see
him moving, after all . So, to win, Leon would have to use his brain .
Besides, staying like that for a while wasn't a bad idea .(fu()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });



Congratulations! The skill Mana Shield has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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"Thanks for the help . I really wanted to level up this skill a few more

times . " Leon smirked . " Can you keep that pace until it reaches level
thirty?"

"Tch . " Gurr bit his lips in annoyance .

Despite saying that, Leon had to use mana potions like there was no
tomorrow . Still, little by little, he was putting his plan in action .
Leon couldn't see those five moving, but whenever they attacked the
Mana Shield, Leon added some earth on their legs without letting
them notice .



Although Leon's status grew a lot in the last few days, the only
moment he could act was when their attacks landed . Thanks to that,
he had to wait for a few moments and used almost all his potions
before he could do anything . Still, the preparations had been made,
and when the time came, Leon cut off their legs by sharpening the
earth .

"Ugh… how… with just this amount of earth…" Gurr fell and saw the

clean-cut on his left leg .

"Grandfather! Stop it, Leon!" Hammath shouted .

"No can do… I can understand why they don't want to help me, and I
don't care about that . " Leon approached . "However, things change
when they want to stop me from returning home . "

While Leon was wasting time talking, Gurr and the four warriors got
up . He didn't know how, but they managed to slow down the

bleeding . Since the cut had been so clean, they grabbed their foot,
and they were obviously hoping to reattach them . Still, Leon
wouldn't wait for that . Now that they lost their mobility, Leon could
attack them freely .

Leon used the remaining mana potions to fill his mana . He would
need his mana full in order to finish them off using Magma Spear .
Even without their mobility, they were too dangerous, and it wasn't a
good idea to approach them .



Before Leon could even aim, Hammath and Ava put themselves in
front of Gurr and the others . Their weapons were on their hands, but
they didn't intend to use them to attack, they would use to block
whatever Leon shots at them .

"This is enough . " Ava glared at Leon .

"Please, Leon… don't become an enemy . " Hammath said . "Prove
that you are different from those who locked us in this place . "

"… I don't have to prove anything to any of you . " Leon said . "…
But I will stop here . Remember, I could have killed all of you, but I
didn't, however, if you try to screw with me again . I will let a big
chunk of that city fall on your village . "

Hammath, Ava… return to the village… now . Gurr ordered .

Grandfather, this isnt what you are thinking, Hammath said . We

followed Leon . He didnt make us enter the dungeon . He ordered us
to stay behind .

I didnt come here because of that . Gurr declared . I came here
because it looks like he doesnt care about the problems he may cause
and keep on using mana indiscriminately .

I see… Leon closed his eyes and massaged his eyebrows . We cant

help each other, but it looks like you dont have any intention of



overlooking my actions either . You dont look that old, but I guess
your brain aged… it doesnt make any difference if I use mana or not .
Many in the city above have even more mana than me, and they keep
using… why dont you try to stop them?

I cant stop them; they are too numerous… Gurr said . But I can stop
you and delay the evolution process of this world . If I delay it, even
for a single minute, Im fine with it .

…Whatever, Leon sighed . This will be a good session of training…
but remember, I didnt start the fight . So, dont complain later about
what will happen to your body once you die… I will give you a hint
about what will happen . You will become an undead minion…

Despicable… you even have that kind of spell . Gurr looked at Leon,
disgusted .

Gurr still wanted to fight, even after hearing that, then there was no
reason to keep talking . So, Leon started to create his sharpest and
most powerful Steel Spear . He wondered what would be the best
method, turn Gurr into a zombie, or Seal his soul into one of his
weapons .

… I guess, soon, I will become a truly disgusting person .

If Leon was considering doing that so a living being that closely
resembled a human, he noticed that he was on a dangerous path…



Still, he couldnt afford to spare the life of someone who wanted to kill
him .

Leon wanted to create five spears to deal with those five warriors, but
before he could even finish the first, Gurr attacked . As expected, the
difference in years of fighting was too big… Leon didnt even see Gurr
moving . He just saw him hitting against Mana Shield . Gurrs spear
was blocked before it could even get close to Leon, but his target was
clear… it was Leons heart . A single attack made Leon lose fifty

points of his mana, and it decreased a little more when the others
attacked with their respective weapons, which were two swords and
two hammers .

Mana Shield…Gurr said, annoyed .

So you do know… I guess I will play with you for a while . Leon
said .

Leon still had some mana potions inside his magic box, so he decided
to make good use of them . Gurr and his friends were, without a doubt,
the most powerful enemy Leon had ever fought . He couldnt even see
him moving, after all . So, to win, Leon would have to use his brain .
Besides, staying like that for a while wasnt a bad idea .

Congratulations! The skill Mana Shield has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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Thanks for the help . I really wanted to level up this skill a few more

times . Leon smirked . Can you keep that pace until it reaches level
thirty?

Tch . Gurr bit his lips in annoyance .

Despite saying that, Leon had to use mana potions like there was no
tomorrow . Still, little by little, he was putting his plan in action .
Leon couldnt see those five moving, but whenever they attacked the
Mana Shield, Leon added some earth on their legs without letting
them notice .

Although Leons status grew a lot in the last few days, the only
moment he could act was when their attacks landed . Thanks to that,
he had to wait for a few moments and used almost all his potions
before he could do anything . Still, the preparations had been made,
and when the time came, Leon cut off their legs by sharpening the
earth .



Ugh… how… with just this amount of earth… Gurr fell and saw the
clean-cut on his left leg .

Grandfather! Stop it, Leon! Hammath shouted .

No can do… I can understand why they dont want to help me, and I
dont care about that . Leon approached . However, things change
when they want to stop me from returning home .

While Leon was wasting time talking, Gurr and the four warriors got
up . He didnt know how, but they managed to slow down the

bleeding . Since the cut had been so clean, they grabbed their foot,
and they were obviously hoping to reattach them . Still, Leon wouldnt
wait for that . Now that they lost their mobility, Leon could attack
them freely .

Leon used the remaining mana potions to fill his mana . He would
need his mana full in order to finish them off using Magma Spear .
Even without their mobility, they were too dangerous, and it wasnt a
good idea to approach them .

Before Leon could even aim, Hammath and Ava put themselves in
front of Gurr and the others . Their weapons were on their hands, but
they didnt intend to use them to attack, they would use to block
whatever Leon shots at them .

This is enough . Ava glared at Leon .



Please, Leon… dont become an enemy . Hammath said . Prove that
you are different from those who locked us in this place .

… I dont have to prove anything to any of you . Leon said . … But I

will stop here . Remember, I could have killed all of you, but I didnt,
however, if you try to screw with me again . I will let a big chunk of
that city fall on your village .
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After giving his warning and leaving that area, Leon let out a long
sigh . He was too stressed… it was all because Leon knew it would

take years before he could return to Earth . Once again, he would
have to work hard for years day and night to return to where his
family and friends are .

"I don't have time, nor the leisure to let the blood rush to my head…
calm down, Leon . Focus . "

Once again, Leon would have to search for a dungeon blindly . Still,
it was better than traveling with strangers . Besides, he was already
used to staying alone . It was easy to concentrate alone, anyway .

It took Leon a few days, but he eventually found the next dungeon
after reaching the territory of a new type of monster… golems, again .



However, those were the evolved version of the previous golems .
They couldn't change the body to all the four elements like the bosses
Leon faced back on Earth, but their bodies weren't only made of earth,
water, wind, and fire either . They were made of ice, magma, steel,
and thunder .

"They look more dangerous than that boss… still, I guess this is a
good opportunity to train my elemental resistances . "

It would be painful and very dangerous, but Leon knew that he had to

make some sacrifices in order to avoid problems down the road .
Besides, even though they were far stronger than the ordinary golems
and probably had the same level of power as the boss, Leon faced, he
still could counter-attack using their weaknesses . To stop a golem
made of magma, ice would do the job and so on…
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"Still… I wonder what kind of planet they came from . It is the same
world that it was connected to Earth? Gurr said that two planets

couldn't stay connected if they are in two different stages of the
assimilation . . . but I have to check that . "



Although Leon didn't even think about the boss of that place, he was
already wondering about their world… it was a bit imprudent, but it
couldn't be helped given the situation .

Like the golems Leon faced before, those were slow . However, their
attacks were far stronger and faster… Leon felt shivers when he faced
a thunder golem and tried to block a Thunder Lance with an earth
wall… only to see his defense get completely destroyed . He stopped
the magic projectile, but the debris hit him . To make things worse,
the power behind the lance warmed the stones to the point where Leon
suffered some burns where he got hit .

"Why the hell did I give that thing the chance to attack first?"

Before recovering from his injuries, Leon created five earth walls and
made them two times thicker than the first . Thanks to that, he
managed to block the attacks of the thunder golem . Leon used those
blocks to smash the golem into pieces, but much to his surprise . The
creature moved so fast when it noticed that Leon was trying to lock it,
that it looked like it had teleported . However, it didn't move to get
closer . It moved to escape from the attack . Not only that, but the
thunder golem also stopped moving and didn't attack for a few
seconds .

"I guess it can use the thunder in its body to increase its movement
speed… but that is risky, and it can't be used frequently . "

Sponsored Content
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Before the thunder golem could recover itself, Leon shot an Earth
Lance . The attack hit the core of the golem's body, which was the
only solid thing Leon could hit . Despite that, he barely caused
damage .

Thunder Golem

Health: 1030/1150

Mana: 1850/1900

Stamina: 440/440
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Active Skills: Thunder Lance Lv 50

Passive Skills: Thunder Absorption Lv 100

Those opponents were many times more difficult than mechanical
spiders… perhaps they were the true monsters of the second stage of
assimilation . Regardless, Leon discovered the electric attacks would
also heal the creature, but he didn't intend to do that anyway .



There was no time to waste, and Leon wanted to make a magical
weapon out of that golem, so he didn't hold back on the use of his
mana . Once again, Leon tried to smash the golem using his earth

walls, but the creature moved at an unbelievable speed again . Still,
Leon already had a good idea where the golem would land . So,
without wasting a single moment, he created the earth and sent toward
the creature covering its whole body . Turned the earth into steel
would be the quickest way to kill the thing, but Leon would suffer a
lot if he does that . So, Leon just compressed the earth and slowly
smashed the creature .

"I guess using the inverse element to kill them like this is also an

option…"

Before the thunder golem's core could be destroyed, Leon created a
spear and then activated Seal to steal the monster's spirit . The shock
almost made him give up but endured because he was pretty sure that
magic weapon would be pretty nice, and he was right .

Steel Spear IV (Thunder)

It grants you the skill Thunder Slash Lv 30 . Speed + 40, Strength +
40 .

This weapon causes thirty percent more damage to water and
ice-related targets .



Although the status and the new skill weren't half bad since the spear
could shot a wave of electricity in the shape of a crescent moon, Leon
was more interested in using a weapon like that like he uses his own
spears .

"Mmm?"

Still, much to his surprise, Leon couldn't control it as he wanted… it

was an immense letdown, but after a while, Leon understood why he
couldn't use his new spear like that .

"I can't transfer my mana to the weapon because the weapon already
has mana in it… it is a magic weapon, after all . " Leon sighed,
disappointed .

After giving his warning and leaving that area, Leon let out a long
sigh . He was too stressed… it was all because Leon knew it would

take years before he could return to Earth . Once again, he would
have to work hard for years day and night to return to where his
family and friends are .

I dont have time, nor the leisure to let the blood rush to my head…
calm down, Leon . Focus .

Once again, Leon would have to search for a dungeon blindly . Still,
it was better than traveling with strangers . Besides, he was already
used to staying alone . It was easy to concentrate alone, anyway .



It took Leon a few days, but he eventually found the next dungeon
after reaching the territory of a new type of monster… golems, again .
However, those were the evolved version of the previous golems .
They couldnt change the body to all the four elements like the bosses
Leon faced back on Earth, but their bodies werent only made of earth,
water, wind, and fire either . They were made of ice, magma, steel,
and thunder .

They look more dangerous than that boss… still, I guess this is a good
opportunity to train my elemental resistances .

It would be painful and very dangerous, but Leon knew that he had to

make some sacrifices in order to avoid problems down the road .
Besides, even though they were far stronger than the ordinary golems
and probably had the same level of power as the boss, Leon faced, he
still could counter-attack using their weaknesses . To stop a golem
made of magma, ice would do the job and so on…

Still… I wonder what kind of planet they came from . It is the same
world that it was connected to Earth? Gurr said that two planets

couldnt stay connected if they are in two different stages of the
assimilation . . . but I have to check that .

Although Leon didnt even think about the boss of that place, he was
already wondering about their world… it was a bit imprudent, but it
couldnt be helped given the situation .



Like the golems Leon faced before, those were slow . However, their
attacks were far stronger and faster… Leon felt shivers when he faced
a thunder golem and tried to block a Thunder Lance with an earth
wall… only to see his defense get completely destroyed . He stopped
the magic projectile, but the debris hit him . To make things worse,
the power behind the lance warmed the stones to the point where Leon
suffered some burns where he got hit .

Why the hell did I give that thing the chance to attack first?

Before recovering from his injuries, Leon created five earth walls and
made them two times thicker than the first . Thanks to that, he
managed to block the attacks of the thunder golem . Leon used those
blocks to smash the golem into pieces, but much to his surprise . The
creature moved so fast when it noticed that Leon was trying to lock it,
that it looked like it had teleported . However, it didnt move to get
closer . It moved to escape from the attack . Not only that, but the
thunder golem also stopped moving and didnt attack for a few
seconds .

I guess it can use the thunder in its body to increase its movement
speed… but that is risky, and it cant be used frequently .

Before the thunder golem could recover itself, Leon shot an Earth
Lance . The attack hit the core of the golems body, which was the
only solid thing Leon could hit . Despite that, he barely caused
damage .

Thunder Golem



Health: 1030/1150

Mana: 1850/1900

Stamina: 440/440

Active Skills: Thunder Lance Lv 50

Passive Skills: Thunder Absorption Lv 100

Those opponents were many times more difficult than mechanical
spiders… perhaps they were the true monsters of the second stage of
assimilation . Regardless, Leon discovered the electric attacks would
also heal the creature, but he didnt intend to do that anyway .

There was no time to waste, and Leon wanted to make a magical
weapon out of that golem, so he didnt hold back on the use of his
mana . Once again, Leon tried to smash the golem using his earth

walls, but the creature moved at an unbelievable speed again . Still,
Leon already had a good idea where the golem would land . So,
without wasting a single moment, he created the earth and sent toward
the creature covering its whole body . Turned the earth into steel
would be the quickest way to kill the thing, but Leon would suffer a
lot if he does that . So, Leon just compressed the earth and slowly
smashed the creature .

I guess using the inverse element to kill them like this is also an
option…



Before the thunder golems core could be destroyed, Leon created a
spear and then activated Seal to steal the monsters spirit . The shock
almost made him give up but endured because he was pretty sure that
magic weapon would be pretty nice, and he was right .

Steel Spear IV (Thunder)

It grants you the skill Thunder Slash Lv 30 . Speed + 40, Strength +
40 .

This weapon causes thirty percent more damage to water and
ice-related targets .

Although the status and the new skill werent half bad since the spear
could shot a wave of electricity in the shape of a crescent moon, Leon
was more interested in using a weapon like that like he uses his own
spears .

Mmm?

Still, much to his surprise, Leon couldnt control it as he wanted… it

was an immense letdown, but after a while, Leon understood why he
couldnt use his new spear like that .

I cant transfer my mana to the weapon because the weapon already
has mana in it… it is a magic weapon, after all . Leon sighed,
disappointed .
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In the end, Leon had to give up on creating several spears of the same
element to attack the golems who had an elemental weakness against
that said element… but only for a while . It wasn't exactly the way he
wanted to control them, but by putting his earth around the weapon,
he could control it as if he has infused his mana or as if he was using
telekinesis . Of course, the power and speed behind his attacks
weren't the same, but it would help Leon to conserve his mana until
he reaches the dungeon and buys more potions . In his current state,
he could barely defeat three golems without running out of mana .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

"I thought I would be able to train my resistances, but… I was too

naïve . It looks like I'm a glass cannon much frailer than I thought…"

If thunder golems didn't like to approach their enemies since they
would become easy targets once they use their high-speed movement
skill, magma golems were the inverse . They wanted to get close, and
Leon could barely endure the heat they transmitted when they were
ten meters away . Things were getting better little by little thanks to
the dragon hearts, but soon they would end, and Leon would return to



his predicament . He was in a world in which the monsters were more
dangerous than the ones on Earth, after all .
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Still, if covering their bodies with water and freezing it to kill them
wasn't good enough, Leon had his Ice Pillars to do the trick… that

being said, the mana he saved using those skills was small .

"This is annoying since I can't advance like always… but I can see

this is a good place to train my spells . "

Although the steel golems were the most resilient ones, they didn't
cause many problems to Leon . He could block their projectiles with
his staff and causing damage to them was pretty simple, Leon just had
to create a fireball of the same size and wait for them to melt . Still,
that wasn't nearly enough . He was training all his skills related to
manipulation, transformation, and creation, but since those were
already at high levels, he wasn't obtaining that many free status
points .

"I need to create more spells and practice them… the problem is, the
more options I have, the less time I will be able to train each of them .
I can easily imagine myself facing a troublesome enemy and not



having the means to defeat it because I choose quantity over quality .
What a pain…"

Truth to be told, Leon knew that he could easily solve the problem of

dealing with the golems, he just has to create amulets and rings that
increase the power of his elemental attacks . But that wasn't solving
the problem . It was just doing a half-assed job . The same thing
could be applied to his current actions; strengthening himself wasn't
only increasing his mana and intelligence… Leon needed powerful
spells to make his status shine .
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"In the end, I can't just choose either of the options…"

To avoid that kind of trouble, Leon could buy tomes in the store of
simple spells . However, since their cooldowns were longer than the
spells Leon learned himself, it was hard to train… he had to wait

between uses . Besides, Leon would literally spend coins to buy spells
he would never use in combat since those spells were way less
efficient .

"I need to learn some sort of time magic… that way, I will increase
the speed of my training, and I will learn new spells faster . I will also
have more time to practice the same spells and put them at decent
levels . "



That was already in the list of Leon's goals, but just everything else in
that list, Leon had no idea how to learn the principles of such magic .
Maybe finding some clues of teleportation magic in the city above
was impossible, but Leon was hoping that things were different about
things like time-magic and support-magic .
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Anyway, to speed up things a little bit and to save some coins, Leon
decided to make magic items and use them to restore his mana later .
He was still hoping that all his problems would be magically solved
the very moment a teleportation tome appears on the dungeon shop,
and to buy it . Leon would need a lot more coins . Besides, there was
always a small chance that Leon would hit the jackpot and create a
magic item that could be compared to the rings he gave to his
friends… one could only hope .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Lance .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Lance .

Cost: 20 mana



You obtained 01 status points .

A few days passed while Leon camping nearby the elemental golems'
dungeon, Leon was diligently leveling up his skills, but he also tried
to learn new ones . Although he didn't create any magic item that

could satisfy his standards, things were going well until he started to
feel some discomfort .

"Am I sick or something?"

Leon's current lifestyle couldn't be considered healthy . He was only
eating meat and drinking water he could produce . Besides, several
weeks had passed since he had seen sunlight . Adding to all that the
poisoned mist that was always covering that destroyed city, it wasn't
that surprising that Leon could get sick . Still, he felt like the origin of
the discomfort wasn't because of the environment or because of his
circumstances… his instincts were telling him that he was being
watched .

"I guess despite being a mage, that kind of sense can grow naturally,
even without being considered a skill by the system . Four years alone
on that island changed me in many ways that I didn't notice…"

In the end, Leon had to give up on creating several spears of the same
element to attack the golems who had an elemental weakness against
that said element… but only for a while . It wasnt exactly the way he
wanted to control them, but by putting his earth around the weapon,
he could control it as if he has infused his mana or as if he was using



telekinesis . Of course, the power and speed behind his attacks werent
the same, but it would help Leon to conserve his mana until he
reaches the dungeon and buys more potions . In his current state, he
could barely defeat three golems without running out of mana .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

I thought I would be able to train my resistances, but… I was too

naïve . It looks like Im a glass cannon much frailer than I thought…

If thunder golems didnt like to approach their enemies since they
would become easy targets once they use their high-speed movement
skill, magma golems were the inverse . They wanted to get close, and
Leon could barely endure the heat they transmitted when they were
ten meters away . Things were getting better little by little thanks to
the dragon hearts, but soon they would end, and Leon would return to
his predicament . He was in a world in which the monsters were more
dangerous than the ones on Earth, after all .

Still, if covering their bodies with water and freezing it to kill them
wasnt good enough, Leon had his Ice Pillars to do the trick… that

being said, the mana he saved using those skills was small .

This is annoying since I cant advance like always… but I can see this
is a good place to train my spells .



Although the steel golems were the most resilient ones, they didnt
cause many problems to Leon . He could block their projectiles with
his staff and causing damage to them was pretty simple, Leon just had
to create a fireball of the same size and wait for them to melt . Still,
that wasnt nearly enough . He was training all his skills related to
manipulation, transformation, and creation, but since those were
already at high levels, he wasnt obtaining that many free status
points .

I need to create more spells and practice them… the problem is, the
more options I have, the less time I will be able to train each of them .
I can easily imagine myself facing a troublesome enemy and not
having the means to defeat it because I choose quantity over quality .
What a pain…

Truth to be told, Leon knew that he could easily solve the problem of

dealing with the golems, he just has to create amulets and rings that
increase the power of his elemental attacks . But that wasnt solving
the problem . It was just doing a half-assed job . The same thing
could be applied to his current actions; strengthening himself wasnt
only increasing his mana and intelligence… Leon needed powerful
spells to make his status shine .

In the end, I cant just choose either of the options…

To avoid that kind of trouble, Leon could buy tomes in the store of
simple spells . However, since their cooldowns were longer than the
spells Leon learned himself, it was hard to train… he had to wait



between uses . Besides, Leon would literally spend coins to buy spells
he would never use in combat since those spells were way less
efficient .

I need to learn some sort of time magic… that way, I will increase the
speed of my training, and I will learn new spells faster . I will also
have more time to practice the same spells and put them at decent
levels .

That was already in the list of Leons goals, but just everything else in
that list, Leon had no idea how to learn the principles of such magic .
Maybe finding some clues of teleportation magic in the city above
was impossible, but Leon was hoping that things were different about
things like time-magic and support-magic .

Anyway, to speed up things a little bit and to save some coins, Leon
decided to make magic items and use them to restore his mana later .
He was still hoping that all his problems would be magically solved
the very moment a teleportation tome appears on the dungeon shop,
and to buy it . Leon would need a lot more coins . Besides, there was
always a small chance that Leon would hit the jackpot and create a
magic item that could be compared to the rings he gave to his
friends… one could only hope .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Wind Lance .

Cost: 20 mana



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Lance .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

A few days passed while Leon camping nearby the elemental golems
dungeon, Leon was diligently leveling up his skills, but he also tried
to learn new ones . Although he didnt create any magic item that

could satisfy his standards, things were going well until he started to
feel some discomfort .

Am I sick or something?

Leons current lifestyle couldnt be considered healthy . He was only
eating meat and drinking water he could produce . Besides, several
weeks had passed since he had seen sunlight . Adding to all that the
poisoned mist that was always covering that destroyed city, it wasnt
that surprising that Leon could get sick . Still, he felt like the origin of
the discomfort wasnt because of the environment or because of his
circumstances… his instincts were telling him that he was being
watched .

I guess despite being a mage, that kind of sense can grow naturally,
even without being considered a skill by the system . Four years alone
on that island changed me in many ways that I didnt notice…



Novel Chapter 220

Chapter 220: 220

"… I can't sense anything inside Mana Dominion… so, whatever is
observing me is a good hunter… a survivor of this planet . "

Leon couldn't help but sigh… it looked like Gurr didn't learn his
lesson and sent someone to keep an eye on Leon . Maybe he wanted
to learn more about Leon could do and create a plan to kill him… that
was a bit too extreme considering that Leon certainly wasn't the
source of his misfortune . Still, Leon was aware that sentient living
beings tend to avoid being reasonable at the necessary moments .

Anyway, Leon could only wait until Gurr and his warriors do
whatever they want . Although he could try to attack whoever was
watching him, Leon was pretty sure he wouldn't succeed . He wasn't
fast enough, not even when flying . So, Leon just continued to do his
own thing .

However, much to his surprise, after a few minutes, Leon felt the
presence of five people approaching . Leon prepared himself to fight,
but those people were approaching as if they weren't wary of Leon .
Soon, he saw them, and their weapons were on their backs, not on
their hands .



"Greetings traveler," A random redhead warrior said . "My name is
Eadmund, and I wish to talk with you . "
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"… If Gurr sent you, you should go away . I don't have time to waste
with you guys . " Leon said .

Leon frowned when he heard the guy called Eadmund . His courteous
demeanor was way too suspicious . He had to reason to be so polite
when Leon cut off the feet of the village leader and other warriors .

"You already met Gurr?" Eadmund frowned . "I can imagine he
treated you pretty badly…We are from different villages, so we have
different beliefs . It looks like you don't want to meet him ever again,
but I assure you that we mean no harm and only wish to negotiate . "

"You wanted to negotiate now because you already know a few things

I can do?" Leon asked .

"Sorry, it is not an everyday occurrence to find a traveler from another

world . " Eadmund slightly bowed his head . "I'm sure you can

understand why we were cautious . "
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"Yeah, I can… but what I don't understand is why you guys want to
negotiate with me . " Leon said . "I'm a mage, I'm not from the city

above, but I'm certainly the type of person who made people like you

suffer a lot . "

"So, you heard about Gurr's story…" Eadmund looked sharply at
Leon . "Although I do hate the people living above us, I don't have
any reason to hate you . Unlike Gurr, I don't think that the use of
mana is a bad thing per se . "

"How can you think that after decided to follow the path where you

don't have to rely on mana all that much?" Leon frowned .

"Even if we have different preferences in terms of fighting style, it
doesn't mean we have to become enemies . " Eadmund said . "Unlike
Gurr, I'm not of the belief that mages only bring chaos and death…

do you know why?"
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"How am I supposed to know?" Leon shrugged .



"You should know because you are part of the reason . "Eadmund
said .

Leon frowned… it looked like that guy was trying to mess with him
and make Leon drop his guard saying random and convenient things .
Still, Leon couldn't see any malice in his brown eyes, not even in the
eyes of the other warriors . It was a bit too early to trust in his
instincts blindly, but Leon decided to trust them at that moment…

mostly because his Mana Shield was activated and ready to be used .

"You look confused, but once you think about it, you will understand
my reasoning," Eadmund said . "You know why you are here, right?
Your presence was inconvenient in your world, at least to the being
who brought you here . If you are a mage, I can imagine that you have
been brought here because you spread your knowledge… don't you
think that is weird? Why would the being who summoned you to this

place act like that when you did such a convenient thing for him?"

Leon opened his eyes widely because, just like Gurr's words, that
guy's explanation also made sense . By spreading the knowledge of
how to use mana, Leon would accelerate the process of assimilation
of Earth… eventually, that would give the chances to the harvesters to
go to Earth . So, why that lizard brought him to another world… Leon

already knew that answer . It was because his actions were
unfavorable to him . The question was… were his actions unfavorable

to harvesters?



"Do you think the people in the city above don't deserve to pay for
their actions?" Leon asked .

"I believe they deserve to pay for locking us down here because we
wanted to do things in a different way . " Eadmund answered . "I don't
think they deserve the blame of causing our planet to reach the second
stage of assimilation . At this very moment, they are fighting against
the harvesters, after all . We lost many of our people when the second

stage began, but even if that happened a few years later, nothing
would have changed . The event itself didn't cause the deaths . Many
died because we didn't consider that new monsters could appear .
��

Leon nodded, they lowered their guard after they become used to the
dangers of the new world… their lack of preparation was what caused
the deaths . Still, despite everything, Leon didn't feel all that
surprised that someone would think differently of Gurr . By the look
of things, Eadmund was the leader of another village and wanted to
make use of Leon's skills, unlike Gurr, who didn't want to see even
his shadow .

Although Leon didn't thank him, Leon felt for a while the need to
thank Eadmund . There was a chance that he was lying, but he got rid
of the weight that Leon had on his shoulders . Nothing could confirm
that his actions didn't doom Earth, but now Leon at least wasn't sure
that he condemned his planet .



… I cant sense anything inside Mana Dominion… so, whatever is
observing me is a good hunter… a survivor of this planet .

Leon couldnt help but sigh… it looked like Gurr didnt learn his lesson
and sent someone to keep an eye on Leon . Maybe he wanted to learn
more about Leon could do and create a plan to kill him… that was a
bit too extreme considering that Leon certainly wasnt the source of his
misfortune . Still, Leon was aware that sentient living beings tend to
avoid being reasonable at the necessary moments .

Anyway, Leon could only wait until Gurr and his warriors do
whatever they want . Although he could try to attack whoever was
watching him, Leon was pretty sure he wouldnt succeed . He wasnt
fast enough, not even when flying . So, Leon just continued to do his
own thing .

However, much to his surprise, after a few minutes, Leon felt the
presence of five people approaching . Leon prepared himself to fight,
but those people were approaching as if they werent wary of Leon .
Soon, he saw them, and their weapons were on their backs, not on
their hands .

Greetings traveler, A random redhead warrior said . My name is
Eadmund, and I wish to talk with you .

… If Gurr sent you, you should go away . I dont have time to waste
with you guys . Leon said .



Leon frowned when he heard the guy called Eadmund . His courteous
demeanor was way too suspicious . He had to reason to be so polite
when Leon cut off the feet of the village leader and other warriors .

You already met Gurr? Eadmund frowned . I can imagine he treated
you pretty badly… We are from different villages, so we have
different beliefs . It looks like you dont want to meet him ever again,
but I assure you that we mean no harm and only wish to negotiate .

You wanted to negotiate now because you already know a few things
I can do? Leon asked .

Sorry, it is not an everyday occurrence to find a traveler from another

world . Eadmund slightly bowed his head . Im sure you can

understand why we were cautious .

Yeah, I can… but what I dont understand is why you guys want to

negotiate with me . Leon said . Im a mage, Im not from the city above,
but Im certainly the type of person who made people like you suffer a
lot .

So, you heard about Gurrs story… Eadmund looked sharply at Leon .
Although I do hate the people living above us, I dont have any reason
to hate you . Unlike Gurr, I dont think that the use of mana is a bad
thing per se .

How can you think that after decided to follow the path where you
dont have to rely on mana all that much? Leon frowned .



Even if we have different preferences in terms of fighting style, it
doesnt mean we have to become enemies . Eadmund said . Unlike
Gurr, Im not of the belief that mages only bring chaos and death… do

you know why?

How am I supposed to know? Leon shrugged .

You should know because you are part of the reason . Eadmund said .

Leon frowned… it looked like that guy was trying to mess with him
and make Leon drop his guard saying random and convenient things .
Still, Leon couldnt see any malice in his brown eyes, not even in the
eyes of the other warriors . It was a bit too early to trust in his
instincts blindly, but Leon decided to trust them at that moment…

mostly because his Mana Shield was activated and ready to be used .

You look confused, but once you think about it, you will understand
my reasoning, Eadmund said . You know why you are here, right?
Your presence was inconvenient in your world, at least to the being
who brought you here . If you are a mage, I can imagine that you have
been brought here because you spread your knowledge… dont you
think that is weird? Why would the being who summoned you to this

place act like that when you did such a convenient thing for him?

Leon opened his eyes widely because, just like Gurrs words, that guys
explanation also made sense . By spreading the knowledge of how to

use mana, Leon would accelerate the process of assimilation of



Earth… eventually, that would give the chances to the harvesters to
go to Earth . So, why that lizard brought him to another world… Leon

already knew that answer . It was because his actions were
unfavorable to him . The question was… were his actions unfavorable

to harvesters?

Do you think the people in the city above dont deserve to pay for their
actions? Leon asked .

I believe they deserve to pay for locking us down here because we
wanted to do things in a different way . Eadmund answered . I dont
think they deserve the blame of causing our planet to reach the second
stage of assimilation . At this very moment, they are fighting against
the harvesters, after all . We lost many of our people when the second

stage began, but even if that happened a few years later, nothing
would have changed . The event itself didnt cause the deaths . Many
died because we didnt consider that new monsters could appear .��

Leon nodded, they lowered their guard after they become used to the
dangers of the new world… their lack of preparation was what caused
the deaths . Still, despite everything, Leon didnt feel all that surprised
that someone would think differently of Gurr . By the look of things,
Eadmund was the leader of another village and wanted to make use of
Leons skills, unlike Gurr, who didnt want to see even his shadow .

Although Leon didnt thank him, Leon felt for a while the need to
thank Eadmund . There was a chance that he was lying, but he got rid
of the weight that Leon had on his shoulders . Nothing could confirm



that his actions didnt doom Earth, but now Leon at least wasnt sure

that he condemned his planet .
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